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Anshul Sharma
Kitkitkitkit!!!!
Don’t dare to think that am talking about KitKat Chocolate, its you yourself feeling the Chilling Pinch of this
really Pinkish ‘Saadi Delhi Waali Sardi’.
Well whatever, this winter always adds spice to our life isn’t!!! Heavy Jackets, Pullovers, Mufflers, Caps feeling
lively to be out of that storage room. Mungfalis, Dry fruits making our time to pass, rum replaced beers in
glasses, heaters replaced ACs.
And all this marches up to celebration of New Year…..so beloved colleagues HAPPY NEW YEAR 2018.
Well if you are born in this saluting month of the year then let me get your autograph signed in my diary
beforehand. Don’t know if you already or anytime in future may entertain us in Bollywood, since you are in
league of Deepika Padukones, Hrithik Roshans, Bipasha Basus, Shruti Hasans and whats more our music Oscar
AR Rahmans.
Though chilling but last few weeks are hot enough to handle as we are frightened enough to know that Trump
& Kim have buttons other than Shirt Buttons, our own temple of democracy again roaring with pro & con
voices of Tripe Talaq sometimes I wonder if not one experience is enough, Winter storm in U.S.A keep
destructing anything in it’s path, to some bitcoin giving lot of goosebumps, our forty eight year old Vishi
winning world rapid chess.
However during celebrations of New Year and Christmas we must feel the pinch for armed force personnel
who have given supreme sacrifice to letting us celebrate these times. It was heartbreaking to know that six of
our brave soldiers died fighting against terrorists who tried to enter in CRPF Training Centre.
Coming to office space, we too are battling with our project work & Client, Vendor & Colleagues & HR
(yeah for leaves )….Hey it will go on and on, don’t bog down and keep celebrating this beautiful journey called
Life with small pinch of sour and lot of sweetness.
Bring joy to self and your surrounding with lots of smiles, happiness & positivity !!!!!
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Green Tea
Article of the Month
Winters are on and so on hot drinks. Some
might be busy in sipping soups, some in
coffees…..
On of such hot and healthy drink is GREEN TEA.
Some love to drink green tea, while some drink
it for the sake of decrease in diameter of their
heavy bellies, whatever be the reason, but is it
really worth to green tea…….for some drinkers,
it might taste bitter just like first time alcoholic
drinkers, for some it might taste great………But
let’s see, what is the hidden inside GREEN TEA.
The benefits, myths, side effects, drinking
pattern, etc.…..
Some general trends are that consumption of green tea to black tea is standing at 1:5 ratios across the
world. And the ration of caffeine content in green tea to black tea to coffee is 1:2:4.
Few myths of drinking green tea are 

To lose weight faster, I will drink Green tea more daily and skip
exercises



Green tea loses weight faster



One can drink as much as you can daily



Green tea causes dehydration

To further understand what green tea is made up, first let us understand
what actually is overweight? Overweight is a state of body where excess
fats and calories have been stored in the form of weight gain.
Any tea is primarily made of CAFFEINE and ANTIXOIDANTS.
China is the originating country where green tea was discovered as China and India identified its medicinal
benefits in early years. Any tea is made by oxidation of tea leaves. Original tea leaves are the most
nutritional source but tea leaves being a plant have short shelf life. To keep tea leaves nutritional content
stable, it is oxidized to form tea granules. The more you oxidize the more black the tea becomes from initial
white or green leaves as more of antioxidants are removed leading to increase concentration of caffeine. So
green tea is derived in initial stages of processing where there is more of caffeine and antioxidants whereas
black tea is derived in later stages where there are less of antioxidants and more of caffeine.
A general thumb rule is “Higher the content of caffeine and antioxidants, the better is for body parts
functioning. Because caffeine helps in increasing pumping rate and antioxidants helps in stabilizing
functioning of body parts”.
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One important thing we all need to understand is that Green Tea does not directly reduces your weight by
burning your overweight calories. Always remember that excess calories can be burned only by walking,
jogging or running. But Green tea accelerates the burning of calories as it follows an indirect mechanism for
weight reduction. Green Tea not immediately but over a period of time, reduces your cholesterol levels,
thins your blood, reduces your sugar levels and then improves your body parts functioning to maximum
possible extent. This is called stabilization of body parts. This
improving metabolism clubbed with regular exercise and a
balanced diet is what makes you a great looking personality.
Other benefits include reduction in chances of cancer, dandruff,
heart attacks, excessive bleeding, digestion, diabetes, etc.
But there are certain precautions one needs to keep in mind
while sipping green tea. If someone is medically not fit, having
frequent headaches, sleep issues, pregnant, allergic to caffeine,
or your blood is thin, etc. then one should avoid drinking it. Excess intake of green tea can increase disorders
due to excess intake of caffeine indirectly.
Like drinking alcohol is an art with a certain ration with soda, similar is green tea. To drink green tea with
high effectiveness, place your great green tea, tea bag in a cup and pour
warm water, but not hot at all. Hot water will oxidize your green tea and
will not be much of worth it. Keep it dipped for 3-5 minutes, stir and
drink. No sugar, no milk. Also, one should avoid drinking immediately
after meal or just before meal. Maintain a gap of 1 hour at least.
Remember, green tea alone can’t do wonders, but keep these 3 rules in
mind next time before you drink green tea to become fit and healthy A balanced diet, A walk or jog of minimum 8000 steps per day And a
maximum of 3 cups of green tea daily.
Stay fit, Stay healthy.
-Kindle Team
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Candid Conversation with Mr. Mukund Gandhi
Interviewer(s): Gunveet Singh & Sakshi Raina

We would like to know about your family
I was born in Kutch-Gujarat, and then shifted to
Ahmedabad for studying, where I completed my
B.Com and MCA. Post that, I went to Surat
where I stayed for 10 years. And now, I have
been in Delhi since 2013.
On my family front, I have no siblings; have one
daughter who is studying in Class XII Science;
and a caring wife. My parents are no more.
What kind of personality were you in your
school days?
Same as today... An Introvert and shy personality!
I just take time to open up.
Your first on job assignment
My parents pushed me to do a short duration job so that I could learn the importance of money. Eventually,
at the age of 11 years, I did a 3 months part time job in a book stall, post completion of which I actually
learned the lifelong lesson which my parents wanted to give.
My 1st regular job was at Orient Adhesives, Ahmedabad in Admin & IT dept.
Your success mantra
BELIEVE IN YOURSELF!
GIVE RESPECT AND GET RESPECT
I truly believe that if you give respect, only then you can hope to get it back.
One of the Happiest Day of Your life
While working with Reliance, I got a call from my ex-boss. He invited me to come join him in Mumbai for an
exciting job – on a Greenfield project. I was the first employee of that company and haven’t looked back
since then.
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Which famous personality inspires you the most and why?
NaMo! Narendra Modi ji, most definitely!
“You
can
dislike
him,
You
can
hate
him,
but
You
cannot
ignore
him!”
The way he handles everything, the way he handles the nation, attacks his enemies while holding his
ground is highly commendable. As per me, he is the role model for everyone.
What is the funniest thing you ever did in your life
One recent incidence come to my mind. Currently I am staying in Delhi and my family in Ahmedabad. When
I returned to Delhi from Ahmedabad trip and was about to open the door, I realized that I had missed
something, “KEYS”. That day I just came to office just as it is and finally in the evening, with the help of a
lock vendor was able to enter in my own sweet home.

RAPID

FIRE

HOBBIES: Travelling, Cooking [Paneer tikka masala- I am good at!!]
FAVOURITE CUISINE: Indian-Rava Dosa, Fafda-Jalebi ke liye kuch bhi karunga!
LAST MOVIE WATCHED AT A MULTIPLEX: Golmaal Returns
FAVOURITE HOLIDAY DESTINATION: Landsdowne, Leh
FAVOURITE ACTOR: Hrithik Roshan
FAVOURITE SPORTS: Chess and Cricket
NO. OF MESSAGES IN YOUR INBOX: 7 (WhatsApp) + 7 (Text Messages)
FAVOURITE BOOK: “7 Habits of Highly Effective People by Dr. Stephen Covey”
If you would not have joined IT, what would have been your alternative career?
HR & Admin could have been my alternate career path.
What are the changes you see in the IT industry in the next 3 years?
IOT (Internet of Things), Big Data and AI (Artificial Intelligence).
Piece of advice or any message you would like to give to your readers?
“Don’t wrestle with Pigs!” …. Because you get dirty and at the same time Pig enjoys the fight!
In addition, believe in SIMPLE LIVING – HIGH THINKING.
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“Jashn
“Jashn--e-Rekhta and Ishq
Ishq--Urdu”
Urdu, which is said to be declining
steadily in India after the partition,
however now found new love from the
country’s younger generation. The
fourth edition of “Jashn-e-Rekhta” saw
an eclectic mix of literary discussions
and
joyous
sessions.
The festival kicked off at Delhi’s Major
Dhyan Chand National Stadium on cold
evening of 8th December and ended on
a musical note with a qawwali
performance by Nizami Bandhu of
Rockstar
fame
on
Sunday.
The three-day witnessed timeless glory
and spirit of Urdu through multiple
panel discussions, music and dance performances, open poetry recitation, mushairas, ghazal sarai and
dastangoi sessions, calligraphy workshops, film screenings, book launches and live music performances.
The enchantment of the language
compelled 59 year old businessman and
cultural entrepreneur, Sanjiv Saraf to
launch Rekhta.org website in January
2013, which has huge archive of the Urdu
literature in Roman as well as Devanagari
scripts. He started Jashn-e-Rekhta, the
festival
later
in
2015.
Rekhta is one of the earlier names of Urdu.
Literally, it stands for blending or
amalgamation. Since Urdu came into being
as a result of the blending of many
languages such as Persian, Hindi, Turkish,
Braj, Gujri and Awadhi.
The fourth edition of festival was
inaugurated with Pandit Jasraj and
Waheeda Rehman’s speech and musical
performance by Ustad Rashid Khan. During performance the lights went off for few minutes but the
enchanting voice of Ustad Rashid sahib kept the audience in Trans, who then switched on their cell phone
lights which made the scenario even more colorful.
Second day morning sessions started with Sadaa-e-Faqeer, soulful Sufi renditions by Madan Gopal Singh
and Chaar Yaar and various performances in different musical formats. The afternoon session saw Shubha
Mudgal singing poetry of protest and dissent of Faiz, Kaifi Azmi and others, narrated by Sohail Hashmi.
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Mirza Ghalib passionate grief for his beloved Nawabjan named “The Courtesan Project” was enacted by
Manjari Chaturvedi through Darbari Kathak and narrated by Neelesh Misra in early evening. Around the
same time, Parvaaz, a contemporary music band from Bangalore presented fusion of rock and Urdu in an
open area.
Prof. Gopi Chand Narang talked about mythology’s presence in Urdu poetry in the afternoon session. Prof
Harbans Mukhia with Prof Rizwan Qaiser explored Medieval India, much discussed in recent times. Noted
Urdu poet, Gulzar Dehalvi had a session with Farhat Ehsas about ‘afsana’, an art of story in the late
afternoon session.
The final day saw celebrities from Bollywood indulged in different sessions throughout the day. Javed Akhtar
in conversation with Atika Ahmad Farooqui had informal discussion on ishq and zindagi and talked about his
general experiences with cinema in India and how it has evolved over the years. Shabana Azmi, Muzaffar Ali
and Waheeda Rehman discussed the Muslim social films and the depiction of Urdu culture in them.
Morning sessions started with various forms of Poetry which is inseparable from Urdu and enthralled the
audience. The day ended with well-known Urdu poets’ Mushaira, like Shamim Abbas, Shariq Kaifi, Rahat
Indori, Javed Akhtar and others.
The underlying theme at Jashn-e-Rekhta has always been to emphasize on the ‘Indiannes’ of Urdu. One
hopes that such endeavours will not only continue but also multiply so that other places than Delhi can also
be part of this cultural treat.
“Saliqe se Hawao’n me jo Khushboo Ghol Sakte hain,
Abhi Kuch Log Baki hain jo Urdu bol sakte hain…!!!!”
“IShQ_URDU”

Mohd. Qasim
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Mother
You mean the world to me,
You are the world’s greatest thing to see…
When sadness fills my heart, when things get rough,
You have always there for me even when life gets tough

Offering me good advice and keeping my feet on the ground,
I am so lucky dear mother to have you around…

Whenever I used to get bruised
Your eyes used to brim with tears
With one gentle blow of wind from Your mouth
All my pains used to disappears
Mother, O my mother!
In every talk of Yours, I would find
The solution to all my problems
I’m a part of You, I’m a tale of Yours
That You make everyone hear

Holding the corner of Your veil
I used to sleep without any worries
If You’re not with me, then the world seems lonely
Your love is the cause of my smile only

Mother, O my mother!
Mother, O my mother!

Supriya Chandaiya
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SIL HIGHLIGHTS
VISIT TO PPL & OCL PROJECT SITES (11-14TH DECEMBER 2017)
It was my first visit to project sites after joining Simon India. Visit was mainly to interact with our site
employees and to get to know their working conditions.
My first visit was at Paradeep Phosphates Limited (PPL) site from
11-12th December 2017. PPL is situated around 200 Kms from
Bhubaneshwar and takes almost three hours travel time. Its our group
company hence felt good to see such big facility owned by group.
In two days I met all nine employees working at site. Meeting
individually with each of them helped to know more about the employees and also the day to day issue.
I visited employees Guest House also so as to understand the quality of facility employees are getting.
On 12th night I started my 10 hours train journey for OCL Site (Orissa Cement Limited) plant which is
situated in Rajgangpur a town situated at a distance of 40Kms from Rourkela.
There too I met all 11 employees at Site individually and visited site
office and Guest House to check the facility our site employees are
getting.
After spending two days at OCL viz. 13-14th December 2017, I started
my return journey to Delhi on 15th December 2017.
Overall it was a successful visit as I got to know all our site employees and able to understand the hardships
they face while working at site.
All employees to whom I met were really enthusiastic to work for company. Despite hardships they are
cheerful and very cohesive to each other. I ensure them best of support from HO side and encourage them
to engage more in engagement activities, contributing in ‘SILKriti’ is one of them.
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SIL HIGHLIGHTS
BLANKET DISTRIBUTION

Winter is the time for comfort, for good food and warmth. This is how we all visualize the winters. But,
winter is very difficult for unprivileged people living on the streets of our cities under the sky.
From 2nd to 5th January, 2018, our teams of volunteers (Employees of Simon) have taken a step forward to
distribute 100 blankets and old warm clothes which would help them to fight the chilling winter and get
some peaceful sleep at night. After finishing our office hours, every night we visited poor homeless people
and children sleeping under the sky outside AIIMS & Safdarjung Hospital, under the flyovers/foot over
bridges, footpaths and railway station etc.
Volunteers did a great job in looking out for genuine old and needy people on the streets in need of a
blanket. By doing this work we realize that life is not easy for everyone and hence we all should spare a
thought for those who are less privileged than us and help them in whatever way we can.
Our Team thanks all the donors and supporters for putting up a consolidated effort. Special thanks to the
people who made this activity possible by taking time from their busy schedules to join this activity from
planning till successfully implementation.

Team members
Tauseef Baig
Kamal Singla
Anshul Sharma
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SIL MOMENTS
Christmas Celebrations
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SIL MOMENTS
New Year Celebrations
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SIL MOMENTS

Mr. Shahfaraz Ahmad married to Ms. Rashidah Khatoon on 29th December 2017.
SIL family wish them a very happy married life & many congratulations.
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In the city - (Humayun’s tomb)
TRAVEL DIARIES
In my last travel blog, I stated Delhi as “ A rainbow of colors, smells, sounds and spices which will satisfy all of
your senses and leave you hungry for more . A city full of architectural wonders, where history and tradition
is juxtaposed with modernity”
This time I would like to add one more place to satisfy this hunger– Humayun’s Tomb.
The tomb is set in 12 hectares of serene and beautiful gardens, and it is quite an experience to just take a
stroll through them while marveling at the grandeur of Humayun’s Tomb. I visited the tomb with my cousins
last winters in Feb. The weather was perfect with a little nip in the air and the sun showering its blessings
with its warm rays.
We were mesmerized with the detailed architecture and Mughal era being my favorite part of Indian history,
I was very excited. Humayun’s Tomb, the tomb of the great Mughal Emperor Humayun, was built way back
in 1572 by his widow Bega Begum, It’s said to be the first garden-tomb to be built in the Indian subcontinent
and is the one of the first monuments to be made using the combination of red sandstone and white marble
in India
What struck us was its significant resemblance with the seventh wonder on which we later came to know
that Humayun’s tomb is also said to have inspired the construction of the Taj Mahal.
The best part of the place is its exquisite and well-maintained gardens surrounding the grand structure
which makes it a perfect place for family outings and
picnics. We all had a gala time there. We played, laughed,
chatted, sang, danced, clicked and what not.
It’s amazing how such a magnificent structure is nestled in
the middle of the city and transports you back in time, all
while offering the most peaceful surrounding.
The only fragment missing to complete the perfect painting
was the availability of food. Do not forget to make prior
arrangement to carry some food to recharge yourself so
that you can enjoy to your fullest and have a perfect
Sunday out with your friends and family.
I have a lot of great pictures and memories from those few
hours I spent at Humayun’s Tomb and thought it’d be a
shame not to share one of the best pic I had with my sister
which by the way is my parents’ phone’s wallpaper .

Darshana Singh
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